The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Department of Electronic and Information Engineering

BEST ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE AWARD
(2013/2014)

Congratulations to the following EIE students for having satisfied the selection criteria and being selected for "Best Academic Performance Award" in the 2013/2014 academic year.

(Listed in alphabetical order)
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic and Information Engineering / Double Degree in Business Administration and Engineering / Double Degree in Electronic and Information Engineering and Engineering Physics
LAI Shun Cheung
NIE Ni
WEI Zheng

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic Engineering
LIU Dong
WEN Dacheng

Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Internet and Multimedia Technologies
CHENG Man Chun
WONG Kwan Ho

Higher Diploma in Electronic and Information Engineering
NG Sek Long

Prof. Michael Somekh
Head, EIE
BEST GPA AWARD
(2013/2014 Semester 2)

Congratulations to the following EIE students for having satisfied the selection criteria and being selected for the “Best GPA Award” in 2013/2014 Semester 2.

(Listed in alphabetical order)

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic and Information Engineering / Double Degree in Business Administration and Engineering / Double Degree in Electronic and Information Engineering and Engineering Physics

BA Yunhao          YANG Xuefei
FANG Bing          YI Sha
LAI Shun Cheung    YU Xiangxu
LEE Kai Fung       ZHANG Yi
NIE Ni             ZHANG Yuzhu
SHEN Jinlu         ZHAO Qiuying
WEI Zheng

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic Engineering

DENG Yichun        MO Xunjun
GAO Hongyun        WEN Dacheng
LIU Dong           WU Yingjuan

Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Internet and Multimedia Technologies

CHENG Man Chun     SIU Wing Sum
LAU Ka Ho          TANG Pak Hang
LAU Yan            TSIM Cheuk Hin
MAK Yvonne         WONG Kwan Ho
PENG Tao           ZHAO Tianyi
SHEN Shuaiqi       ZHENG Shile

Higher Diploma in Electronic and Information Engineering

CHAN Ting Kwok     NG Sek Long
CHEUNG Chun Pui    TO Pok To
LAU Siu Bon        YIM Mei Shan

Prof. Michael Somekh
Head, EIE
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Department of Electronic and Information Engineering

BEST SEMESTER GPA AWARD
(2013/2014 Semester 2)

Congratulations to the following EIE students for having satisfied the selection criteria and being selected for the “Best Semester GPA Award” in 2013/2014 Semester 2.

(Listed in alphabetical order)

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic and Information Engineering / Double Degree in Business Administration and Engineering / Double Degree in Electronic and Information Engineering and Engineering Physics
YE Zuhuai  ZHANG Yi
NIE Ni  SHOU Junhao
WEI Zheng  SHEN Jinlu
YU Xiangxu  ZHANG Yuzhu
GUO Zichang  LI Chu Tak
FANG Bing  LEUNG Hiu Wing
HUANG Yicheng  ZHANG Haolin
BA Yunhao

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic Engineering
CAO Kun  WEN Dacheng
LIU Dong  WU Yingjuan
MO Xunjun  XIE Shiyu

Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Internet and Multimedia Technologies
CHAN Ngoi Yan  SHEN Shuaiqi
LAU Ka Ho  SIU Wing Sum
LAU Kwun Fung  TSIM Cheuk Hin
LAU Yan  WONG Kwan Ho
MAK Yvonne  ZHAO Tianyi
PENG Tao  ZHENG Shile

Higher Diploma in Electronic and Information Engineering
CHAN Chun Wing  NG Sek Long
CHAN Ting Kwok  TO Pok To
HO Long Kit  TSE Yuet Ho
HO Siu Tung

Prof. Michael Somekh
Head, EIE
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Department of Electronic and Information Engineering

BEST ACADEMIC IMPROVEMENT AWARD

(2013/2014 Semester 2)

Congratulations to the following EIE students for having satisfied the selection criteria and being selected for the “Best Academic Improvement Award” in 2013/2014 Semester 2.

(Listed in alphabetical order)

**Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic and Information Engineering / Double Degree in Business Administration and Engineering / Double Degree in Electronic and Information Engineering and Engineering Physics**

WONG Siu Ting Klaus  
FUNG Tsz Hin  
TSANG Pui Tak  
LIN Wai Man  
OR Wai Hung  
LEUNG Chui Man  
IU Kei  
JIA Wenxi  
WONG Chun Kit  
CHOI Chui Yi  
WU Zirui  
CHUNG Cheuk Yin

**Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electronic Engineering**

LIU Jianbang  
TU Rufeng  
WANG Zirui  
YANG Zhimeng

**Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Internet and Multimedia Technologies**

AU-YEUNG Lok Man  
CHIU Chin Hang  
CHUNG Cho Hang Jessica  
IP Wai Ki  
LI Chak Yu  
MAK Yvonne  
MOK Man Chun  
TONG Ching Kei  
TSE Chun Ka  
WONG Mun Leong

**Higher Diploma in Electronic and Information Engineering**

CHAN Chun Wing  
CHAN King Lam  
FONG Wayne  
NG Ka Wai  
WONG Hung  
WONG Yee Ling

Prof. Michael Somekh  
Head, EIE